Final declarations of candidacy have been entered with the Election Commission as the candidates begin the first and sole week of campaigning. The election will take into consideration a four-way race for the presidency and a seven-way race for sophomore representative.

Theodore Brosnan, Joseph Francene, Dan McCleary and Steven Nash are involved in the bid to garnet the presidency.

Previously, Francene revealed that the most formidable of the four, with McCleary as a dark horse.

The freshmen class has demonstrated an eagerness to govern with seven candidates in the race. James Daly, Fenton, John Grady, Joseph Jakob, Steven Makk, Thomas Walsh, and Thomas Zangle have all declared their intention to represent the Class of '72.

Paine Harrison, Arthur Quickenton, and Bro. Eugene Stoffel are in the running for the vice presidency - a position that has become more important over the last year.

The office of treasurer, which must be held by a junior, is being sought after by David Riva and John Wawrzynzek. The race for corresponding secretary is for the first time, involving the candidacy of co-eds, Anne Berinato and Maryanne Demboki. The male seeking office is Sal Piazza.

No declarations have been made for the office of recording secretary. The new government, when it takes office, will be responsible for the filling of the vacant post.

Two campus notables, Jack Corcoran and Tom Ulssawicz are seeking the office of senior representative.

CANDIDATES BEGIN WEEK OF CAMPAIGN
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Paine Visitors Welcomed

Joining the student body this semester are Jackie Davis and Ken McKenzie, two students representing Paine College in the Marist-Paine exchange program. McKenzie, sophomore class president at Paine, is a history major from Little Rock, Arkansas. He finds the department at Marist well-staffed and challenging. Davis, a sophomore from South Carolina, is a math-chemistry major.

Adjusting from Paine College, a predominantly black, Methodist-affiliated institution, to Marist, a primarily white, Catholic college, was the main concern of the students upon arriving here. The Paine students feel, however, that they have made this transition.

Comparing Marist with Paine, McKenzie noted that Paine is far racier. He added, however, that there is a great difference between the Northern and Southern white regarding prejudice. Mr. McKenzie observed that prejudice in the South is "real open," but on the North it is camouflaged with a "smile and a pat on the back." He emphasized, however, that this does not particularly apply to the majority of people he has come into contact with.

Rosenthal Speaks On Modern Poetry

A Poet, Critics and Professor of English at New York University, M.L. Rosenthal delivered a discourse on "Modern Poetry and The Modern Theme," Thursday evening February 20, in the college theatre.

Mr. Robert W. Lewis, an instructor in English here, introduced Rosenthal, citing that he is also the author of texts on modern poetry such as, The New Poets, The Modern Poets: A Critical Introduction, and A Primer for Ezra Pound.

In an effort to create an understanding of his topic, Mr. Rosenthal decided to present an anthology of about ten poems to illustrate his insights concerning modern poetry. These poems, such as "Toads," and, "Toads Revisited," were read to the large audience as well as the following poems:

"To A Dog Injured In The Street" by William Carlos Williams; "Mere" by William Butler Yeats; "Fall 1961," by Robert Lowell; and "Ariel" by Sylvia Plath.

Dr. Rosenthal read and discussed these poems to bring out three main points concerning his topic, "Modern Poetry, and The Modern Theme." The first is the viewpoint of Romantic aestheticism, that modern poetry expresses toward life in general. The professor's next motif covered the poetry of political and cultural criticism. Centering on the individual as the victim, Dr. Rosenthal expounded on the desolation theme. Lastly he concluded with

Math Lecture Attracts 150

On Thursday eve, Feb. 13, Dr. Toralba's of our math department gave a major address in our theatre to the math departments of nine colleges and universities in the Hudson Valley. His lecture was entitled "A General Geometric Theory of Surface Area." Dr. Toralba's new theory presents, for the first time, solutions to important historical problems whose origin may be traced to 330 B.C.

In the space of one hour and fifteen minutes, Dr. Toralba reviewed twenty-three hundred years of the history of his subject, concentrating on the intense activity of the last century. Beginning with the work of Serret in 1866 he traced the discoveries (and disappointments) of Schwarz, Lobachevsky, Gauss, Riemann, Cesari, Radon and numerous other important figures in the field.

Continued on 7

Wed. Lecture is scheduled

Peter A. Farrell of Albany, formerly an instructor in the Evening Division of Marist College is going to conduct an Investment Program at the College starting March 5th, 1969 in room 248, Champagnat Hall. The program will be open to people interested in knowing more about the financial world and how it operates.

Mr. Farrell is a specialist in economics. Mr. Farrell received an M.B.A. Degree from Siena College. He married the former Marie

Continued on 4
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"Pugilist Players" demonstrated their skills before a large crowd in the college dining hall last week. For story, see page 4. (Picture by Fred House)
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

In Response to...

Represented by the Washington law firm of Koteen and Burt, who is due to appear on Monday.

Froth is a Freshman might seem to some, perhaps yourself included, a troubled adolescent personality. The fact that the author of this student with whom I have never had any personal contact of any...-..(he says as he spills his coffee over his unfinished lunch, for...-..(he says as he spills his coffee over his unfinished lunch, for...

In Response...

I hope that one positive result of this unfortunate business may be a greater understanding throughout the Marist community of the meaning of the rights of students...-..(he says as he spills his coffee over his unfinished lunch, for...

Up, Up, And...?

The United States National Student Association (USNSA) will fight the issue of youth fares. The opposition of youth fares is being sought by a number of bus companies.

Sincerely yours,

Edward H. Garneau
American Student Association of France

Oh What A Scene

(Aart. I. Scene 1. The Circle at noon. Nine students are involved in the presentation that follows.

Student A: I was over Frank's last night... what a show. There must be a better way to present things. We must force the students to read the circle more often.

Student B: Yes, and there are better ways to present things.

Student C: I agree. The Circle is not being read enough. The students must be forced to read it more often.

Student D: I believe that the Circle is not being read enough. The students must be forced to read it more often.

Student E: I believe that the Circle is not being read enough. The students must be forced to read it more often.

Student F: I believe that the Circle is not being read enough. The students must be forced to read it more often.

Student G: I believe that the Circle is not being read enough. The students must be forced to read it more often.

Student H: I believe that the Circle is not being read enough. The students must be forced to read it more often.

Student I: I believe that the Circle is not being read enough. The students must be forced to read it more often.

The Circle asks that students write their opinions in Circle. It is a way to express one's opinions and to get involved in the community. There is no need to worry about what the students think. We just need to be aware of their opinions.

A Time for Change

(Art. I. Scene 1. The Circle at noon. Nine students are involved in the presentation that follows.

Student A: I am concerned about the current situation. There are many problems and the students are not being heard.

Student B: I agree. We need to take action.

Student C: What can we do? We need to take action.

Student D: We need to take action.

Student E: We need to take action.

Student F: We need to take action.

Student G: We need to take action.

Student H: We need to take action.

Student I: We need to take action.

The Circle asks that students write their opinions in Circle. It is a way to express one's opinions and to get involved in the community. There is no need to worry about what the students think. We just need to be aware of their opinions.

We need to take action.

A Poem of Our Generation

(Art. I. Scene 1. The Circle at noon. Nine students are involved in the presentation that follows.

Student A: I believe that we need to take action.

Student B: I agree. We need to take action.

Student C: What can we do? We need to take action.

Student D: We need to take action.

Student E: We need to take action.

Student F: We need to take action.

Student G: We need to take action.

Student H: We need to take action.

Student I: We need to take action.

The Circle asks that students write their opinions in Circle. It is a way to express one's opinions and to get involved in the community. There is no need to worry about what the students think. We just need to be aware of their opinions.

We need to take action.
Pageant Players Arrive on Campus

By Jim-Peeler

The Pageant Players came to the campus to introduce, explain and perform a new musical show. The campus was excited and a large crowd gathered on February 17. The company began with a 4 p.m. dress rehearsal, and by evening the excitement was at its peak. The players were dressed in costumes and makeup, and the audience was thrilled. The show was a success, and the players were congratulated for their hard work.

Bits and Pieces

By Jim-Lembo

The financial problems associated with the Pageant Players are not easily solved. The company is facing a serious financial crisis, and the players are in danger of losing their jobs. The players have been asked to contribute to the financial problems, and they are doing so. The players feel that they cannot continue writing the story of the company without the financial support of the community. The players hope that the community will come together to help them.

BABA Holds Second Meeting

The BABA (Black Afro American Brothers) held a second meeting on February 16, in the lounge. The meeting was attended by a large group of students and faculty. The meeting was a success, and the students were excited about the progress of the BABA. The students were also able to discuss their ideas and concerns with the faculty.

Observations L.T.D.

By Bill O'Reilly

When we last left the Baye and Walter Boys they were happily marching on a battlefield. The Baye Boys were victorious, and the Walter Boys were defeated. The Baye Boys were proud of their victory, and the Walter Boys were disappointed. The Baye Boys were able to celebrate their victory, and the Walter Boys were able to console themselves.

Continuing Coverage
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A "Black" school can't be just like any other school. The students are fighting for everything. For the school to be a success, the students must have a chance to speak their minds. The students are fighting for their rights, and they are not afraid to fight. The students are fighting for a better school, and they are not afraid to fight for it.

track

From 7:30 to 9 P.M. on Tuesday, February 27, the annual pageant will be held. The pageant will be a spectacular show of contestants from different schools. The contestants will be judged on their singing, dancing, and acting abilities. The contestants will be judged on their performance, and the audience will be impressed by their talents. The pageant will be a fantastic way to end the academic year.
**Hayakawa Favors Autonomy Aid Cuts**

Washington (CNS) - President S. T. Hayakawa of San Francisco State College, said he was concerned about the "devitalization" of the Black Power Movement by the "politicization" of the movement, and that the Department of Health, Education and Welfare is being "left behind the great trend of today." 

The controversial, conservative president of the California State College at Hayward, in a rare public statement, said that "unfair to the less-affluent." And, "if any, one fifth of the students were to end the current trend of things," says the report. Another notes the "difficulties" Dr. Hayakawa mentioned. 

Washington (CNS) - Dr. Rosenthal also cited that the "difficulties" Dr. Hayakawa mentioned. 

**Youths Are Violent?**

"In a sense, the issues behind the current trend of things must be accomplished if we are to end the current trend of things," says the report. Another notes the "difficulties" Dr. Hayakawa mentioned. 

**Reinvatilation**

Programs that provide counseling and guidance for college students, as well as for students in post-secondary education, are being removed from the Federal Student Aid Services. This would be a new committee of the Board of Education, according to the publishers. Some organizations in the King Report have been accused of "devitalization" of the Black Power Movement by the "politicization" of the movement. 

"In a sense, the issues behind the current trend of things must be accomplished if we are to end the current trend of things," says the report. Another notes the "difficulties" Dr. Hayakawa mentioned. 

**Two Fakes Later**

"Did you see the O'Jays go last night?" - Charles said. "They were really hot. Got to be there to see it. Hey, " Charles said. "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crowd." - Ray "Yeah, they really beat the crow...
CAGERS FACE NEW PALTZ IN HOME FINALE

1968-69 WRESTLING TEAM

Wrestlers Pin Yeshiva

Marist's wrestling team saw its hopes for a 500 season go down the drain last week. After overwhelming Yeshiva 28-8 on Wednesday night, the grapplers couldn't find the victory path against C.C.N.Y., dropping a close 21-18 match to the city club last Saturday.

Backed by a partisan home crowd, Marist completely crushed the Yeshiva squad. John Eisenhardt triggered the rout by throwing Yeshiva's 123 lb. Arnie Weiss. Eisenhardt was on top all the way outdistancing the visitor co-captain 10-5. Ted Brown, who just joined the team, found himself rusty and yet in shape as he dropped a 13-2 decision in the 150 lb. class.

Murderer's Row found a new candidate in the next match. Pete Masterson, who tips the scales at 167 lbs., overpowered half-nelson and crotch combination. John Lomitola kept the match within reach as he decided Mike Shone by a 7-3 score. Shone was able to score only on an escape and a reverse.

Aware he had to beat his host, Jack Walsh put up a tremendous battle but he could not break the aggressive riding tactics of Dale Shapiro. Walsh bowed to the experienced C.C.N.Y. wrestler at 4:19 into the match. Bill McGar's forfeit win in the heavyweight division ended the scoring, C.C.N.Y. winning 21-18.

Marist ends the dual meet season with a home match against King's College Wednesday night. A win will peg the grappler's record at 5-3. Following this match, the squad expects to compete in the Met Tournament in New York City.

Track Team Bows To Queens 46½ - 35½

In the first Indoor meet in Marist history, Queens emerged the victor by a score of 46½-35½. The competition was close all the way until Queens finally pulled it out by winning both the mile relay and the two-mile relay. Turning in outstanding performances for Marist were Phil Capello, P.M.S., who won both the one mile and the two mile, Austin Laitz who tied for first in the high jump and pole vault, John Spenla with 14 points and Marc Bennett, 13 points.

In the 600 yd. run, Charlie Teubner of Queens ran a 1:19.2 to edge Ed Walter at 1:20.8, while Steve Kopki nailed down C.C.N.Y. 28-8 victory.

Two exhibition matches were Fred Wagner and Bill Dourdis giving impressive performances, pinning their men in 1:22 and 4:01 respectively. Saturday's dual match was a different story. Marist, after being defeated by C.C.N.Y. in two previous contests, met the same club in the same weight classes. However, coach Jerry Patrick's crew could not have it this day.

John Eisenhardt found City grappling too big, tumbling to a slack pin at 3:19. Ted Brown, who is working his way back to form after having been hurt in the shoulder area, gave impressive performances.

To give impressive performances. The 145 lb. class, as he used a combination. John Lomitola with about 3'/4 minutes to go in the match, lost the dual meet season with a home match against King's College Wednesday night. A win will peg the grappler's record at 5-3. Following this match, the squad expects to compete in the Met Tournament in New York City.
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John Eisenhardt found City grappling too big, tumbling to a slack pin at 3:19. Ted Brown, who is working his way back to form after having been hurt in the shoulder area, gave impressive performances.
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